Investigation of photoelectron emission from lead, cadminm, indium and bismuth into aqueous solutions has supported basic relationships obtained earlier for mercury electrode, namely five-halves law and independence of photoemission threshold on the nature of metal. Linear relationship is established between mean hydration range of electrons and their energy.
Summary
Investigation of photoelectron emission from lead, cadminm, indium and bismuth into aqueous solutions has supported basic relationships obtained earlier for mercury electrode, namely five-halves law and independence of photoemission threshold on the nature of metal. Linear relationship is established between mean hydration range of electrons and their energy.
Photoemission method is used to study the double layer structure and kinetics of some electrochemical reactions on solid metals. A new method is suggested for determination of zero charge potential from intersection of photocurrentpotential curves obtained in solutions with variable electrolyte concentration. Effects of ¢l-potential and specific adsorption on the total photoemission process in dilute solutions are analyzed. *) Full text of the paper presented at the J AP AN-USSR Seminar on Electrochemistry in Tokyo will be published in Journal of Electroanalytical Chemistry and Interfacial Electrochemistry. **) Institute of Electrochemistry, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow.
